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In our days, human societies across the globe are more
interconnected than ever, thanks to technological advances
& communication revolution, which have turned the world into
a “global village”. Despite of this great interconnection it is
more difficult than ever, people to be integrated and
connected among them, people feel more alone than ever, as
internet and social media have reshaped the way we
approach and build new relationships.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Therefore, there is a real need to unite young people
through direct contact, dialogue, cultural and personal
sharing, through initiatives aiming to bring active
participation in cities.



Young people will develop
activities based on the NFE related
to awareness in relation to active
participation, citizenship,
integration, cohesion.

MAIN
OBJECTIVES

to promote active citizenship and to
increase the sense of initiative of young
people from different backgrounds

to promote social integration,
inclusion and solidarity through active
partecipation and common working

to promote diversity and increasing
the involving of marginalised young
people

to establish and strengthen cross-
border partnerships and inspiring
follow-up activities



ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP

VSFO 
Italy - viaggisenzafrontiere@gmail.com

Laura +393482994986

EKOGREECE
Greece - info@ekogreece.com

 

YOUTHFULLY YOURS
SK

Slovakia - info@youthfullyyours.sk
 

VSI "UMUNTHU"
Lithuania - umunthuprojects@gmail.com

 

STICHTING YEUTH
Netherlands - yeuth.nl@gmail.com

 



PARTICIPANTS
PROFILE

Interest to improve the discussion of matters of European interest with other young people
in Europe;
Interest in developing their competence in a foreign language (English);
Interest in the project's theme;
Willing to promote awareness regarding inclusion and active participation in their local
community;
Motivation and willingness to participate in all phases of the project.

Young people will be selected according the following characteristics:

Participants must be informed of all project activities
and must be willing to participate actively in local
and international activities. 
In addition, the gender balance should be
maintained as far as possible.



ABOUT THE VENUE: CALENZANO
(FLORENCE)

MEDIEVAL VILLAGE

COUNTRYSIDE: OLIVE TREE
TOWN



TRAVEL TO
ITALY

BY PLANE

catch bus line 57 direct to Calenzano (about 30
min)
go to the main city station (Firenze Santa Maria
Novella, or acronym Fi-SMN) and there catch a
local train to Calenzano
go to the main city station and there catch tram
line T1 and go down at Stop n 24 "Careggi
Ospedale"; here you have to catch bus line n 2
direction Calenzano (see next slide for more
details)

From Florence Airport you can:

Our city bus



TRAVEL TO
ITALY

BY TRAIN

From here you can get a local train to
Calenzano 

If you arrive direct from your country by train you
have to reach the main city station "Firenze Santa
Maria Novella" (you can find the acronym FI-SMN) 



TRAVEL TO
ITALY

OUR ADVICE
If you arrive in Florence either by plane or by train
the best way to reach Calenzano is from the Fi-
SMN station and there catch a local train to
Calenzano, this is the easier and faster way to us.



TRAVEL TO
ITALY

OUR TRAM LINE



TRAVEL TO
ITALY OUR BUS LINE N 2

Get on the bus at "Piazza Dalmazia" stop and go
down at "Calenzano" stop. 

You can easily move in Florence or nearby
using the website or the app

"Moovit.com"



TRAVEL
REIMBURSEMENT

Greece: eu 275
 

Slovakia: eu 275
 

Lithuania: eu 275
 

Netherlands: eu 275



CONTACTS
Laura 

phone:+393482994986 or Whatsapp

mail: viaggisenzafrontiere@gmail.com

Calenzano, via di Prato 38


